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This manuscript studies the infuence of electric fields on the thermal transport propert!
of electrically polaized liquid crystalline (LC) polyrners, which are materials often used
in various optoelectronic applications. The nicrostructure of these polymer materials can
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field. This stuily predicts the vaiation of the thermal cortductivity anisotropy of the LC
polymers resulting from field-induced molecular alignment. The molecular aligrunent kinetics of the LC po$mers has a large impact on the formation of tlrcir microstructure. Our
caluilatiort indicates tlxat the resultittg thennal cottduction anisotropy is strongly affected
by tlu strength of the applied electric fi.eld. The manuscipt also discusses tlrc need for a
ntoilel for the thernnl energl transport phettonrcna along polymer chailts at tlrc rnnometer scale to predict hetter the thermal cortiluctivity of molecularly ettgineered LC polytner
nnterials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Per Peterson

Engineering
Lia, Berkeley

Research efforts on organic films have actively been made over the last decade
and revealed their technological potentials for a large number of organic electlonics/
optoelectlonics applications. The use of organic thin-film transistors (TTFs) in largearea flat panel displays may rcvolutionize display technology for the $30 billion a year
computer industry []. Organic devices have been suggested as an attractive alternate to
silicon Integrated Circuits (ICs) because of their excallent processibility, low cost, and
high electroluminescence efficiency; however, the poor thermal conductivity of polymers
promotes the burnout of nanometer-scale device active regions during the operation of
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the circuit, motivating concerr about the thermal reliability of organic semiconductorbased ICs. This is a serious problem for the development of practically reliable organic
electronic systems and severely limits their potential market [2, 3]. For example, satisfactory perfotmance of flat-panel displays requires a continuous operational lifetime of
at least 10,000 hours at a reasonable brightness, which is firquently difficult to achieve
for organic films [1]. The organic device degradation occurs as black nonradiative spots
evolve in the active layers heated during the operation. Papadimitrakopoulos et al. [4,
5l suggested various molecular-level degradation mechanisms of the active layers, but
the relationship between these mechanisms and the device failure process has remained
unclear. Fufihermore, as the density of organic semiconductor ICs that use the "on" and
"off" states of a current switch increases with the reduction of the device size down to
the molecular level, the scaling law indicates that the chip will burn out as soon as it is
tumed on [6]. As a result, an effective thermal management technique is urgently needed

for organic semiconductor ICs.
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The thermal reliability of these polymer and organic molecular-based electronic
devices is hard to predict because of the lack of understanding of the con'elation between
the thermal transport propefiy of polymer materials and their molecular structures. This
serious problem for designing organic electronics. As a first step toward a full
understanding of the thermal properly of these materials, this work studies lyotropic
liquid crystalline (LC) polymers. Lyotropic LC polymers are polyrneric materials that
can be conveniently processed from nonpolar solvents. This class of material contains
the most industrially important LC polymers used for optoelectronics devices and liquid
crystal displays. Among the existing LC polymers, polyhexyl isocyanate (PHIC) and
poly(benzyl l-glutamate) (PBLG) are selected for the current study. The chemical repeat
structure of these two polymers is relatively simple, as shown in Figure 1 Ul. The
molecular structure of these polymers is engineered such that the molecules can readily
be oriented in an electric field during solvent evaporation due to a strong electric dipole
existing along their molecules [7].
The thermal behavior of optoelectronic devices and displays using these polymers
will be highly affected by their thermal transpoft propefty, which varies with the material processing conditions. This work studies the evolution of the thermal conductivity
anisotropy of the lyotropic LC polymers with varying electric fields. This study enables
us to better understand the thermal transpofi mechanism in polymer materials while
keeping their micro/nanoscale structure well controlled in a repeated manner. Potential
applications of the moiecularly engineered LC polymers will be discussed in terms of
thermal management of polymer-based electronic systems.

is a

2. FIELD-ASSISTED MOLECULAR ALIGNMENT
Figure 2 summarizes the material process to produce the studied LC polymer
films, which we call the "field-assisted molecular alignment process." A dilute polymer
solution is first dispensed onto a silicon substrate coated with a silicon dioxide layel of
approximately 1 pm thickness, on which 10 pm-wide gold microelectrodes are pattemed.
Subsequently, an electrical bias is applied across the microelectrodes while a droplet of
the polymer solution is placed between them. In this process, the solvent evaporation

Polymer Film

Condensation under an applied electric field E
Deposition of a droplet of polymer solution
Figure 2. Condensation process of lyotropic LC polymer under an externally applied electric field. The electric
field is induced by applying a DC bias between the electrodes pattemed on the substrate
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dynamics and the microstructural evolution during the deposition of the lyotropic LC
polymers are of significant impoftance in determining the resulting microstructural order. The dilute solution is oriented by the applied electric field and then concentrated
by evaporation. In this step, the microstructure is frozen in place by crystallization or
vitrification of the nematic liquid crystal due to the loss of additional solvent. The microstructure would then be frozen in place and remain stable after the field is rcmoved.
Martin [7] and his research group have recently studied the mechanisms of the
local stmctural ordering process for the above-described lyotropic LC polymers (PHIC
and PBLG) under electric fields using an approach similar to the method illustrated in
Figure 2. They used a bulk micromachined testing device that consists of a self-suppor-ted
silicon nitride membrane on a silicon substrate and gold microelectrodes pattemed on the
membrane surface. The electrodes have a constant gap spacing of 20 p.m and increasing
radii of curvature from a minimum of 20 p,m to a maximum of 695 u,m in incremental
steps of 25 pm. This design resulted in an electric field with variations in the local
divergence. The resulting polymer solid film was found to consist of fibrous microstructures (microphases) with a diameter of 20-50 nm in the presence of local porosity, as
shown in Figure 3. The other LC polymer, PHIC, also yields a similar microsrructufe.
The Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) image of the microstructure of the PBLG
indicates that the local molecular orientation is guided by the direction and strength of
the local electric field.
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(Courtesy of D.C. Martin, University of Michigan).
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3. KINETICS OF MOLECULAR ALIGNMENT UNDER ELECTRIC FIELDS
Based on thermodynamic analysis, Amundson et al. [8] has discussed the influence

of an electric field on the molecular aiignment process of LC polymers. For polymer
microphases with a cylindrical shape in a uniform electric field, their fiee energy is minimized when the axis of the microcylinders is parallel to the axis of the field. The polymer
solidification in the above-described process consists of phase separation, crystallization,
and vitrification. In this process, the total response of the polymer microphases to the
field is determined by the competition between their elastic distortions and the driving
force induced by the field. The equilibrium between the elastic energy and the electrical

potential due to the interaction of the dipole moment with the field govems the shape
and arrangement of the rcsulting microstructures.
Frank [9] has discussed the energy for the distortions of a liquid crystalline material,
showing that the distortion energy is given by

F,,:;

I

a3xtxrlv .n)2 + Kzln.(Y x

rt)12

4 K3lt x (V x n)12],

(1)

where n is a normal vector locally parallel to the molecular direction and K1 , Kz, and
K3 are elastic coefftcients for three different polymer microstructural organizations called
splay, twist, and bend, respectively. When there is an applied electric field E(r), there is
an additional term in the free enersv:

F,: -*
!

,t,ttErrtl:d3r.

(2)

where s(r) is the local dielectric anisotropy. The previous studies i8, 101 indicate that
this term rcsults from an inherent dipole moment in the molecular structul'e; it can also
arise as a result of local variations in the isotropic dielectric properties of the components
of an aniostropic microphase-separated structure. Amundson et al. [8] have found that
at sample dimensions above a characteristic length, the aligning field dominates the
forces on the structure, whereas below this dimension, the elastic forces resulting from
mechanical distorlions are dorninant. Using electron diffraclion patterns, Martin [7] has
studied the fieid-induced variation of the molecular orientation of PBLG films. Figure 4
shows the results of Martin [7], which clearly indicates the increase of the degree of the
molecular alignment with the increasing field strength. The spread of azimuthal angle
9ry,eaa (degrees) is approximately given by
7sttrcad

:23E-1'],,

(3)

wherc E is the electric field strength in terms of volts per micrometer. Equation (3) is
derived using a curve fitting method where the values of 0rorro4 dre chosen as the norr,inal
values measured. Due to the unceftainty in measurement, there is a *10 deglee error in
each measurement. To account for this experimental uncertainty, we have performed a
sensitivity analysis and investigated the effect of this variation on the computed values
of normalized conductivities (presented in section 5). The upper values and lower values
of 0rr,"o4 are used separately to find the appropriate relationships between ?spysa4 and E
where *10 degree eror are considered.
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Figure 4. Variation of the orientation of PBLG microphase with varying extemal electric fields [7].

4. THERMAL ENERGY TRANSPORT INFLUENCED BY

Figure

POLYMER MOLECULAR ORIENTATION
The material properlies of polymer layers can be strongly anisofopic and depend on
the details of their molecular structure. Kurabayashi and Goodson [11] have shown that
the thermal conductivity anisotropy of liquid crystalline polyimide layers can be highly
influenced by their moleculal'orientation. The very notable fact is that the thermal conductivity parallel to the molecular orientation can be drastically increased for highly oriented polymers, compared with the thermal conductivity of randomly oriented polymers.
In addition, the previous calculation predicts [1] that even if the molecules are highly
oriented, the decrease in the thennal conductivity petpendicular to the molecular odentation is less than 307c of that of randomly oriented polymers. Therefore, the overall merit
of thehighly orientedpolymer structureis much largerin terms of heattransferenhancement.
Choy et al. l12l calculated the effective thermal conductivities along (k11) and perpendicular (k1) to molecular chains of a polyethylene crystal for the case in which the
chains are perfectly parallel with one another. These authors predicted a large value of k11 ,
which is nearly 300 W rn-l K-1 llarger than the thermal conductivity of brass!), and the
thermal conductivity anisotropy, kn/kL.103. Morelli et al. [13] measured the thermal
conductivities of single-crystal diacetylenes parallel and perpendicular to the chain direction at low tempel'ature and observed thermal conductivity anisotropy of k1 I k1r 60. The
weak Van der Waals interaction between the neighboring chains impedes the transporl
of atomic vibrational enelgy and leads to a relatively large thermal resistance for heat
conduction between the chains. The strong coupling of atomic vibrations along the chains
enhances enel'gy transport and yields more effective thermal transporl in that direction.
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Figure 5, Thennal conductivity of anisotropy of liquid crystalline polyimide layers studied in [11].
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This anisotropy can occur even for polymers with a positional disorder, in which
any lattice older cannot be found, when the molecular chains are paftially oriented.
Kurabayashi et al. [14] found significant thermal conductivity anisotropy in polymer
dielectric thin films used for microelectronics applications. Figure 5 shows their data for
the in-plane and the out-of-plane thermal conductivites of LC polyimide films (BTDAODA, DupontPl2556) of thicknesses between 0.5 and 2.5 pm. The anisotropy factor
lies between 4 and 8, favoring the in-plane direction of the films. Ho et al. [15] observed
that the amorphous matrix of a similar polyimide film has a high degree of molecular
orientation in the film plane. The partial alignment of the polymer molecular chains
relative to the in-plane direction can result from the spin-on process used in deposition
of the polymer films on a silicon substrate. This molecular orientation is pronounced,
especially for polyimide films with a rigid-rod-like molecular structure, which is sirnilar
to that of the lyotropic LC polymers studied in this article. Therefore, the LC polymers
are expected to exhibit significant thermal conductivity anisotropy with their molecular
chains well aligned under an electric field.

5. FIELD-INDUCED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ANISOTROPY
The anisotropy found in polymers can always be related to a statistically averaged
odentation of their rnoleculal chains with respect to a cerlain reference direction. Henning
[16] ploposed a model that views an unoriented polymer as a random aggregate of axially
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fully oriented materials'
symmetric units whose thermal conductivities are those of the
or a local volume
The unit can be either a molecular chain segment called monomel'
Henning model to
unit consisting of perfectly aligned molecular chains. we use the
polymer film by treating the
calculate the macroscopic itrermat conductivity of the LC
that the units would
polymer microphase as the axially symmetric unit. It is assumed
f" utgn"A with their microscopic molecular details unchanged during the processing'
are the reciprocals of the
The thermal resistivities of the polymer and the units, which
of second order' using this
respective thermal conductivities, are given in terms of a tensor
calculated by summing all
app.oach, the average thermal resistivity of the polymer can be
dividing it by the total number
the thermal resistivity tensor elements of the units and by

Our model

oftheunits.Thisapproachisknownastheseriesmodel[17],whichassumesthatthe
of the thermal resistances
total thermal resistance of the material is given by the series

of the cond

that allow us to calculate the
of the individual units. The theory provides the expressions
given by
thermal conductivity of the oriented polymer film'
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Our model assumes that nearly 70Vo of the total polymer microphases lie at an angle
-1rp,noa12 < e < +espreo1 f 2 relative to the field direction, which follows

o

- 0rr,'ro4f2.

(8)

Applying equations (3)-(8) to the data in Figure 4 allows us to predict the thermal
conductivity anisotropy of PBLG films as a function of the strength of the applied electric
field as shown in Figule 6. Our calculation assumes klllk'L> 5 based on our previous
experimental data and analysis [11]. The results show that the strength ofthe applied
electric field will have a significant influence on the thermal conductivity anisotropy of the
PBLG films processed using the field-assisted molecular alignment method. The increase
of the conductivity along the applied field is significant whereas the field variation does
not significantly change the conductivity normal to the field. This is due to the fact that the
microphases spatiaily symmetric relative to the field axis cancel each other, regardless of
the degree of their alignment, the contributions of their intrinsic thermal conductivity kii
to the total ihermal conductivity normal to the field. Implementing the variations in 0ror"o4
will result in uncertainties on the values of the thermal conductivities. The uncerlainties
for the out-of-plane conductivity ar€ very small (mostly less than 37o), although they
tend to increase when the ratio of kfllk"rincreases. The significant impact of variation
in 0rnrroL measurement appears as a relatively large uncerlainty in prediction for the in-
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plane thermal conductivity where it can reach 307o. As klllk"rincreases, the unceftainty of
the in-plane thermal conductivity increases significantly. The mathematical study of this
variation shows that when the upper values of 9rrrnoT are used, the thermal conductivities
decrease and shift toward the lower variation limits; the opposite is observed when the
lower values of qrur"o4 are chosen.
To fully predict the absolute values of the thermal conductivity of the studied LC
polymers, one needs to develop a theoretical scheme to calculate the values of the intrinsic
thermal conductivities of the nanoscale polymer microphase. Prediction of the absolute

values of ftf and /<l requiles a theorctical analysis of the vibrational dynamics of the
individual polymer molecules forming a polymer microphase, which is beyond the scope
of the current study; however, such a rigorous analysis will surely yield the knowledge
of the material process conditions that allow contrblling the nanoscale structural order of
polymer molecules and improve their thermal conductivity in a well-defined and repeated
manner. This raises the need for a fufiher theoretical study coupled with experimental
verification using microscopy analysis and thermal characterization techniques discussed
in other literature [19].
The future study will require a multiscale modeling scheme, such as the scheme
summarized in Figure 7. This multiscale model treats the whole LC polymer solid as
an assembly of the oriented polymer microphases, as shown in Figure 8. The "continuum heat conduction model" is the theoretical analysis presented in this work fol the
whole LC polymer film structure. The "nanoscale conduction model" is applied for the
nanoscale polymer miclophase. The nanoscale conduction mechanism could be studied
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using either phonon conduction theory or the molecular dynamics (MD) technique. It is
highly expected that the size effect originating from the boundary scattering of phonons
should play a critical role in determining the thermal conductivity of the nanoscale polymer microphase and the thermal conductivity anisotropy of the LC polymer material
oriented under an electric field. To predict the thermal conductivity change with varying
microphase dimensions, one could extend, in the nanoscale conduction model, the size
effect models based on the Boltzmann transport equation l2V22l or the theoretical approach developed by Stroscio et al.1231, which accounts for the phonon group velocity
reduction in thin films.

6. CONCLUSTONS
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This work has shown the significant impact of electric fields applied during a
solidification process on the thennal conductivity anisotropy of lyotropic liquid crystailine
(LC) polymers. The molecules of these polymers can easily be oriented due to the strong
electric dipole moment existing along their symmetric axis. The capability of orienting the
molecular chains using an electric field may provide a means to obtain a desired thermal
transpofi property for these polymers in a well-controlled manner. Our calculation pledicts
that polymer materials processed by the field-assisted molecular alignment process can
yield remartably high thermal conductivity parallel to the field. In contrast, the study
has shown that the thermal conductivity normal to the field is not much affected by the
variation of the field strength.
The polymer microstructures, organized at the molecular level using an electric
field, could significantly improve heat conduction in polymer-based microelectronic systems and optoelectronic devices. Previous data and the results of this work suggest that
we could produce a polymer material with sn-raller thermal resistance along a certain direction by highly orienting the molecules with respect to the reference direction. A large
thermal resistance nomral to polymer layers is mainly responsible for the large temperature rise of electronic systems. We could design polymer molecules such that they are
aligned norntal to the substrate to reduce the therrral resistance between the device active
region and tl-re substrate, resulting in a smaller risk of the themal failure of polymerpassivated interconnects and polymeric devices. In addition, these highly aligned polymer
molecular structures may be used as a "nanoscale passive heat spreader" for molecular
electronics with seif-heated molecular wires and switches if they are proven to yield
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large thermal conductivity. These speculations motivate fufiher investigations on material ptocess conditions that will control the molecular orientation of these materials and
their thermal behavior, with the ultimate goal of developing a novel thermal management
technique for organic/molecular electronics.
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